How to participate in the #UMASHExpo Twitter chat:

1. Warn your followers of high volume for the next hour

2. Search #UMASHExpo. Click on Latest.

3. Introduce yourself.

4. Start by responding to a question & asking your own.

5. Always Use A1/A2/A3 + #UMASHExpo in your Tweets

@UMASHcenter - #UMASHExpo
Q1: What are the biggest concerns on the farm? What are the risks?

#UMASHEExpo
Q2: How does the community help maintain safe and healthy farms?

#UMASHEXpo
Q3:

What is being done to keep kids safe while involved in agriculture?

#UMASHEXpo
Q4:

During the time of #COVID-19, how have farm practices changed?

#UMASHEExpo
Q5:
What resources are out there for farm safety and health?

#UMASHExpo
Q6: Where do you see gaps in resources to support healthy and safe farming communities? What needs should be addressed?

#UMASHEExpo
Q7:
What are your favorite agricultural health and safety Twitter accounts?

#UMASHEExpo